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We are digitally connected in ways that have profoundly 

changed the way we work. Tonic is the simple and agile 

bench for today’s generations. 

TONIC



On a 2010 European trip to interview furniture designers, we observed strangers connecting with each other at common tables in the 

cafes of Amsterdam. And we got it: the reason our clients had been asking us to convert our desks to benches was so their people 

would connect. 

Many organizations believe that benching environments encourage connectivity and knowledge transfer. Mentoring is easier in more 

open environments, with a bench being the most open of all.

Tonic was designed for clients who are moving to benching and want a more agile asset. Simple and clean in design, Tonic is built 

with the quality that is distinctively Watson.

WHy TONIC
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Simple Specification

Tonic was designed with the specifier in mind. Specify your 

bench quickly by following five simple steps (and do it without 

compromising the choices you want): 1. Select your bench 

segment size from two depths and four widths. 2. Indicate how 

many people will sit at your bench. 3. Select an end treatment. 

4. Choose standard or light power. 5. Then pick your center 

deck components and you’re on your way. 

Simple, Clean Design

San Francisco-based designers Mike & Maaike designed 

Tonic to be uncluttered, clean and approachable. With a West 

Coast meets Europe sensibility – he’s from L.A. and she’s 

Dutch - Mike & Maaike have designed innovative products for 

progressive companies such as Google, Belkin and Council.
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SupEr SImpLE BENCHINg

Tonic is a collection of benches, storage and tables for clients who want agility, simplicity 

and clean design, with the robust construction Watson is known for.



Robust Construction

When we asked facility managers why they were specifying 

Watson desks and tables as benches, they mentioned our 

robust construction. It isn’t just the 1-1/8" thick worksurfaces and 

12 gauge steel yoke that makes Tonic strong and durable, but 

also the way we engineered it for optimal strength-to-weight 

ratio. Warrantied for life because Tonic is completely made in our 

own facility and designed to last forever.

Simple Installation

Time is money, especially at an installation site. Coordinating 

trades is complex enough—furniture shouldn’t burden 

installation pros with parts-intensive designs that shift 

manufacturing costs to installers. Tonic is designed with 

installation in mind, and includes a time (and back) saving 

leveling mechanism accessed from the top of the table. 

Brass threaded inserts provide metal to metal connections 

that ensure the quality of your third reconfiguration will be as 

good as your first installation.
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At the heart of each Tonic configuration is its versatile center deck. This modular strip serves as the landing zone for 

flush-mounted infills and helps determine the personality of your bench. Choose from flat, pallet, cube or screen infills, 

and add the Neighborhood Light to brighten your workspace with a warm glow.

CENTEr DECk FLExIBILITy

Flat Infills with Neighborhood Light

Create a single expansive surface with Flat Infills. Anchor the bench with color-balanced and 

dimmable LED Neighborhood Lights.   

Multiple Zone Planning

Tonic is the first bench to allow multiple zone planning. Position Media Fill anyplace (and in 

either direction) to delineate your conference space.
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Choose Tonic elements to build just the right work setting. Combine power, storage, privacy, and media display options 

for the organization you are today. As business changes, so can Tonic - easily. 

AppLICATION LANDSCApE

Center Screens and Side Screens

Center Screen infills provide privacy between users. Available in two heights, 9" and 14”, 

screens are fully tackable and may be finished in Watson’s 100% recycled PET. Tonic Side 

Screens slide into place to create adjacent heads-down privacy.

Maximum Storage Above 

Infill Cube and Shadow Boxes combine space division across the bench with desktop storage. 

Use them for stand alone binder storage or add steel bins for filing or piling.



Elegantly add a warm glow to your workplace with a pool of LED light.  

The Tonic Neighborhood Light is a cool companion, lending color-balanced 

illumination to your people and their ideas.

NEIgHBOrHOOD LIgHT
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Truss Tall Storage End

Truss Low Storage End

Conference End

Wall End
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END OF ruN

Expand your worksurface or create a meeting space by adding a 

Conference End, available in three widths. When extending your bench 

from the wall, buffer the junction with Tonic’s 4" Wall End.



I.T. Will Love This 

Factory-assembled power cartridges 
simply drop into place at installation, 
and modular connectors distribute 
power between segments.  
Hard-wire from a wall, floor, or 
ceiling interface for four-circuit 
power, or supply a single circuit with 
Tonic’s simple plug-in option.

Unfettered access and abundant capacity describes Tonic power and data. Choose 
between 8 and 16 outlets per segment, and separate facility and user power access 
using Tonic’s above-and-below worksurface access ports. Tonic’s Data Bay is a four 
lane freeway for lay-in cable management, employing removable slats for tucking 
cables away neatly. Termination at up to eight data plate knock outs per segment is 
easy and secure. Tonic even has a single circuit plug-in option for those who can’t 
wait to get connected.

pOWEr FuLL & DATA rICH
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Above-surface power access Removable cable slats make lay-in cabling easy. 



Tonic offers a natural and easy place for video conferencing or media display. Media Fill can be docked 
at the team Conference End or at intervals along the center deck for larger meeting functions. The media 
infill contains four easy-access outlets on its face and accommodates a wiring chase through the housing.

TECH-FrIENDLy
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Media Fill and Media Fast

Give technology a seat at the table. Media display is available in both infill and portable 
clamp-on versions. Attach Media Fast to most Watson tables or worksurfaces and use its 
cable management clamp to cleanly route data and power beneath the table. A 7" x 14" 
routing box backs up the display with plenty of space for cables and connectors, and an 
optional lock keeps it all secure.



For personal items that need to be tucked away, Tonic storage provides users with secure 
spaces above and below the worksurface. Credenza options include open shelves, doors, 
and drawers. Tonic Trolleys provide both open and closed compartments in one mobile 
unit, and Tonic bins are perfect for grab and go items. 

pErSONAL STOrAgE
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Trolley

A new way to store the things we use, the Tonic Trolley’s sliding top conceals hanging files and a PET-cushioned 
hideaway right for your smart phone or supplies. Handbags, backpacks or larger objects neatly tuck away in a large 
open space below. Top your Trolley with a cushion and invite your colleague to stay a while.

Soft landing drawer for 
personal items and electronics

Parking for bins, bags,
or running shoes

Cushion for impromptu seating

Strap for securing non-filing objects including 
small laptops and tablets

Standard filing
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Credenza

Where more storage or surface area is needed, Tonic Credenzas fit the bill (and the space with their 15” depths). 
Tailor your design with optional stackers and bases. Add some of the same Tonic bins used on the bench, and you’re 
smartly organized. Watson thought of the wiring pass-throughs too. So when it’s time to tuck away your phone 
charger you’ll be pleasantly surprised.



Complement Tonic benching with an assortment of meeting tables in square, rectangular 

and round shapes. With Media Fast displays, whiteboard center surfaces and power 

module drop-in options, Tonic Simple Tables add inspiration and utility. 

Please Pass the Idea

Inspired by shared dining, this Tonic Simple Table will 

draw a crowd. With a full markerboard surface and 

rotating center, this round table fuses utility and motion.

TONIC SImpLE TABLES
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Bench Sizes 

Bench Ends

Truss TallTruss LowWall End Conference End

Infills

Flat PalletCenter Screen Cube Box Shadow Box Neighborhood 
Light

Media Fill

Simple Tables

Round Square Rectangle

Privacy Screens

Side ScreenMobile Tak

Accessories

CPU
Holder BinsMedia Fast
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http://www.watsonfurniture.com/

